While the vast majority of genome size variation in plants is due to differences in repetitive sequence, we know little about how selection acts on repeat content in natural populations. Here we investigate parallel changes in intraspecific genome size and repeat content of domesticated maize (Zea mays) landraces and their wild relative teosinte across altitudinal gradients in Mesoamerica and South America. We combine genotyping, low coverage whole-genome sequence data, and flow cytometry to test for evidence of selection on genome size and individual repeat abundance. We find that population structure alone cannot explain the observed variation, implying that clinal patterns of genome size are maintained by natural selection. Our modeling additionally provides evidence of selection on individual heterochromatic knob repeats, likely due to their large individual contribution to genome size. To better understand the phenotypes driving selection on genome size, we conducted a growth chamber experiment using a population of highland teosinte exhibiting extensive variation in genome size. We find weak support for a positive correlation between genome size and cell size, but stronger support for a negative correlation between genome size and the rate of cell production. Reanalyzing published data of cell counts in maize shoot apical meristems, we then identify a negative correlation between cell production rate and flowering time. Together, our data suggest a model in which variation in genome size is driven by natural selection on flowering time across altitudinal clines, connecting intraspecific variation in repetitive sequence to important differences in adaptive phenotypes.
Introduction

1
Genome size varies many orders of magnitude across species, due to both changes in 2 ploidy as well as haploid DNA content [1, 2] . Early hypotheses for this variation 3 proposed that genome size was linked to organismal complexity, as more complex 4 organisms should require a larger number of genes. Empirical analyses, however, 5 revealed instead that most variation in genome size is due to noncoding repetitive 6 sequence and that genic content is relatively constant [3, 4] . While this discovery 7 resolved the lack of correlation between genome size and complexity, we still know 8 relatively little about the makeup of many eukaryote genomes, the impact of genome 9 size on phenotype, or the processes that govern variation in repetitive DNA and genome 10 size among taxa [5] .
11
A number of hypotheses have been offered to explain variation in genome size among 12 taxa. Across deep evolutionary time, genome size appears to correlate with estimates of 13 effective population size, leading to suggestions that drift and ineffective selection 14 permit maladaptive expansion [6] or contraction [7] of genomes across species. A recent 15 evaluation of genome size and the strength of purifying selection among isopods finds 16 evidence supporting this model on a smaller phylogenetic scale [8] , but broad-scale 17 phylogenetic analyses fail to find evidence of a correlation between effective population 18 size and genome size, casting doubt on its generality [9, 10] . Other models consider 19 mutation rates, positing that genome sizes evolve to stable equilibria in which the loss 20 of DNA through frequent small deletions is equal to the rate of DNA gain through large 21 insertions. Evidence of the phylogenetic lability of genome size among plants in the 22 family Brassicaceae [11] , however, appears inconsistent with this model. Variation in 23 reproductive systems may also explain differences in genome size, as the lower effective 24 population size expected in selfing or asexual species should lead to a reduced ability to 25 purge slightly deleterious novel insertions. Phylogenetic comparisons of repeat 26 abundance and genome size across reproductive systems in Oenothera, however, find 27 little support for this hypothesis [12] . In addition to these neutral models, many authors 28 have proposed adaptive explanations for genome size variation. Numerous correlations 48 reference inbred B73 revealed that the vast majority (85%) of the genome is comprised 49 of transposable elements (TEs) [27] , and comparisons between maize and related taxa 50 suggest that variation between species may be explained largely by differences in TE 51 content [28] [29] [30] . Within maize, a number of different repeats contribute to variation in 52 genome size. BAC sequencing has identified substantial TE polymorphism among 53 individuals [31, 32] , but individuals also vary in the number of auxiliary B 54 chromosomes [33] and large heterochromatic knobs made up of tandem satellite 55 sequences can make up as much as 8% of the genome [34] . 56 We take advantage of parallel altitudinal clines in maize landraces from Mesoamerica 57 and South America to investigate the evolutionary processes and sequence differences 58 underlying genome size variation. Our comparison of flow cytometry data to genotyping 59 reveals evidence that selection has shaped patterns of genome size variation across 60 altitude, and similar analysis of repeat content from low coverage shotgun sequencing 61 identifies an important role for knob variants. We then perform growth chamber 62 experiments to measure the effect of genome size variation on the developmental traits 63 of cell production and leaf elongation in the related wild highland teosinte Z. mays ssp. 64 mexicana. These experiments find modest support for slower cell production in larger genomes, but weaker support for a correlation between genome size and cell size. Based 66 on these results and reanalysis of published data, we propose a model in which variation 67 in genome size is driven by natural selection on flowering time across altitudinal clines, 68 connecting repetitive sequence variation to important differences in adaptive 69 phenotypes. 70 
Materials and methods
71
Unless otherwise specified, raw data and code for all analyses are available on the 72 project Github at https://github.com/paulbilinski/GenomeSizeAnalysis and S1
73
Table shows the general relationship among samples and analyses; additional details are 74 included below. 75 
Genome Size
76
We sampled one seed from each of 77 maize landrace accessions collected across a range 77 of altitudes in Mesoamerica and South America to quantify genome size (S2 Table; [36] ). 78 For comparison to maize, we sampled two seeds from 6 and 10 previously collected 79 populations of the wild subspecies parviglumis and mexicana, respectively (S3
80
Table; [37] ). For our growth chamber experiment, we sampled 201 total seeds from 51 81 maternal plants collected from 11 populations of mexicana (S4 Table and S5 Table) . 82 
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Finally, to assess the error associated with flow cytometry measures of genome size, we 83 used 2 technical replicates of each of 35 maize inbred lines (S6 Table) . We germinated 84 seeds and grew plants in standard greenhouse conditions. We collected samples of leaf 85 tissue from each individual and sent material to Plant Cytometry Services (JG 86 Schijndel, NL) for genome size analysis. Vinca major was used as an internal standard 87 for flow cytometric measures. Replicated maize lines showed highly repeatable estimates 88 (corr = 0.92), with an average difference of 0.0346pg/1C between estimates.
89
Genotyping
90
We used genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) [38] data from Takuno et al. [36] 
Kinship and admixture
98
Kinship matrix calculation was performed using centered identity-by-state (IBS) as 99 implemented in the software TASSEL [41] . We elected to use random imputation in our 100 kinship calculations, as mean imputation biases the estimate of inbreeding within 101 individual [41] . However, we tested both mean and KNN [42] imputation, and our 102 results were robust to both methods. Inbreeding statistics for individual mexicana 103 plants were calculated from the diagonal of the randomly imputed kinship matrix.
104
Admixture analyses were performed using Admixture v1.23 [43] . For admixture 105 analyses we also included additional GBS data from diverse maize inbred lines [44] , 106 landraces and teosintes [45] (S2 Table and S4 Table) , for a total of 611 individuals 107 before filtering. We filtered individuals and sites as above, but additionally removed one 108 individual (the sample with lowest sequencing depth) of each pair of with an IBS 109 distance closer than 0.07. A Hardy-Weinberg filter was then applied using only outbred 110 genotypes with a read depth between 9-300 using a chi-squared goodness of fit test, Table) . FISH probe and procedures closely followed Albert et al. [51] .
164
Clinal Models of Genome Size and Repeat Abundance
165
We model genome size as a phenotype whose value is a linear function of altitude and 166 kinship (Equation 1). We assume genome size has a narrow sense heritability h 2 = 1, as 167 it is simply the sum of the base pairs inherited from both parents. In our model P is our 168 vector of phenotypes, µ is a grand mean, A is a vector of altitudes included as a fixed 
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We implemented our linear model in EMMA [52] to test for selection on genome size. 174 In a second model, we then include genome size (GS) as a fixed effect in order to test 175 for correlations between specific repeat classes and altitude conditional on genome size 176 (Equation 2). Estimates of β parameters for each model are reported in S8 Table. 177
Growth Chamber Experiment
178
We conducted a growth chamber experiment to investigate whether genome size 179 variation has an impact on cell production and leaf elongation. We sampled 202 seeds Germinated seedlings were transferred to soil pots and into a growth chamber (23 •C , 187 16h Light / 8h dark). Individually potted seedlings were randomly placed in trays,
188
given fertilized water via bottom watering, and monitored for third adult leaf emergence. 189 We measured leaf length daily for 3 days after the first visible emergence of the third 
Modeling the Effect of Genome Size on Cell Production
199
We model leaf elongation rate (LER) as the product of cell size (CS) and the rate of cell 200 production (CP):
The multiplicative expression in Equation 3 is linearized by taking the natural 202 logarithm on both sides of the equation, and model-fitting is performed on the log scale. 203 We hypothesize that genome size affects LER only through its effects on CS and CP.
204
The strategy for estimation of genome-size effects is illustrated by path diagrams shown 205 in S2 Fig, where We generated posterior samples of model parameters using JAGS, a 216 general-purpose Gibbs sampler invoked from the R statistical language using the library 217 rjags [57] . We allowed for a burn in of 200,000 iterations and recorded 1,000 posterior 218 estimates by thinning 500,000 iterations at an interval of 500.
219
Analysis of Maize SAM Cell Number and Flowering Time
220
To evaluate evidence for a relationship between cell production rate and flowering time, 221 we used flowering time and meristem cell number data for 14 maize inbred lines from
222
Leiboff et al. [58] . Because meristems were sampled at an identical growth stage and 223 time point, differences in cell number should reflect differences in the rate of cell 224 production. We fitted a mixed linear model to estimate the best linear unbiased 225 estimates (BLUEs) of the cell counts for each growth period separately:
In this model, Y ij is the cell count value of the i th genotype evaluated in the j th 227 replicate; µ, the overall mean; α i , the fixed effect of the i th genotype; β j , the random 228 effect of the j th block; and ε, the model residuals.
229
Each line's genotype at trait-associated SNPs for the candidate genes BAK1 and 230 SDA1 [58] was considered as a fixed effect and replication as a random effect. We then 231 fitted mixed linear models to study the relationship of flowering time and cell counts by 232 controlling for population structure and known trait-associated SNPs:
Here Y i is the flowering time (days to anthesis) of the i th genotype; µ, the overall 234 mean; α i , the fixed effect of the i th Genotype; β BAK1 and β SDA1 the fixed effects of the 235 BAK1 and SDA1 loci; g a random effect modeled with a covariance structure given by 236 the kinship matrix K; and ε an uncorrelated error. The additive genetic (V A ) and 237 environmental (V E ) variances are nuisance parameters.
238
Cell counts were included as fixed effects and the standardized genetic relatedness 239 matrix was fitted as a random effect to control for the population structure [59] . The 240 genetic relatedness matrix was calculated using GEMMA [60] from publicly available 241 GBS genotyping for these lines (AllZeaGBSv2.7 at www.panzea.org, [40] ). In the 242 calculation, we used 349,167 biallelic SNPs after removing SNPs with minor allele 243 frequency <0.01 and missing rate >0.6 using PLINK [61] .
244
Results
245
We sampled 77 diverse maize landraces from across a range of altitudes in Meso-and 246 South America (S2 Table) . Flow cytometry of these samples revealed a negative 
262
We next sought to evaluate whether the observed clines in genome size and repeat 263 abundance simply reflected underlying genetic differences due to population structure, 264 or could be better explained by natural selection along an altitudinal cline. We adopted 265 an approach similar to Berg and Coop [63] , modeling genome size as a quantitative trait 266 that is a linear function of relatedness and altitude (see Methods, Equation 1). Across 267 maize landraces, we rejected a neutral model in which genome size is unrelated to 268 altitude, estimating a decrease of 108Kb and 154Kb in mean genome size per meter gain 269 of altitude in Meso-and South America, respectively (S8 Table) . We then evaluated American landrace germplasm (S8 Table) . Finally, our models for total transposable ago [64] and has adapted to the higher altitudes of the Mexican central plateau [65] . We 283 sampled leaves and measured genome size of two individuals each from previously 284 collected populations of both subspecies (6 parviglumis populations and 10 mexicana 285 populations) [37, 50] . Though both subspecies exhibit considerable variation, mexicana 286 had a smaller average genome size than parviglumis (S7 Fig; one To evaluate clinal patterns across populations of highland teosinte in more detail, we 290 sampled multiple individuals from each of an additional 11 populations of mexicana 291 across its altitudinal range in Mexico (S4 Table) . Genome size variation across these inbreeding coefficients (two-sided t-test p-value <0.001) in the three lowest altitude 295 populations (see Methods). These three populations are also phenotypically distinct and 296 relatively isolated from the rest of the distribution (A. O'Brien pers. communication). 297 We thus excluded these three populations, applying our linear model of altitude and 298 relatedness to 70 individuals from the remaining 8 populations. After doing so, we find 299 a negative relationship between genome size and altitude in mexicana (Fig. 1E , p-value 300 <0.001) of similar magnitude to that seen in maize (loss of 270Kb/m), suggesting 301 parallel patterns of selection across Zea. In agreement with our results in maize, TR1 302 knob repeats showed evidence of selection after controlling for their contribution to 303 genome size (S8 Table) , though 180bp knob repeats did not. We found no evidence for 304 selection on TE abundance after controlling for genome size, and none of the sequence 305 from mexicana mapped to our B-repeat library.
306
When grown in a common environment, both highland maize and highland teosinte 307 flower earlier than their lowland counterparts [66, 67] , and previous work has shown that 308 selection for early flowering time in maize results in a concomitant reduction in genome 309 size [68] . Extrapolating from this observation, we reasoned that genome size might be 310 related to flowering time through its potential effect on the rate of cell production and 311 consequently development. To test this hypothesis, we performed a growth chamber 4.56cm/day; S9 Table) . We designed a Bayesian model of leaf elongation as a function 317 of cell size, cell production rate, and genome size (see Methods). Our posterior 318 parameter estimates suggest a weak but positive relationship between genome size and 319 cell size (γ GS ; Fig. 3A ) and a negative relationship between genome size and cell 320 production rate (β GS ; Fig. 3B ). We found that our inferences were sensitive to prior 321 specifications for leaf elongation rate and cell size (S3 Fig), but prior means ≥ 4cm/day 322 for leaf elongation rate combined with prior means ≤ 0.003cm for CS, returned reliably 323 negative relationships between genome size and cell production rate (see Methods).
324
Recent work exploring shoot apical meristem (SAM) phenotypes across 14 maize 325 inbred lines [58] allowed further exploration of our hypothesized connection between cell 326 production and flowering time. Because Leiboff et al. sampled SAM at equivalent 327 growth stages, we interpreted variation in cell number as representative of differences in 328 cell production rate among lines. We re-analyzed these data to investigate whether the 329 cell number reported in each SAM was correlated with flowering time (Fig. 3C) . After 330 estimating genetic values for each inbred line used and correcting for population We report evidence of a negative correlation between genome size and altitude across 340 clines in Meso-and South America in both maize and its wild relative highland teosinte 341 (Fig. 1) . Genetic evidence suggests that maize colonization of highland environments 342 was independent in Mesoamerica and South America [69] , and while the populations share a number of adaptive phenotypes, they exhibit little evidence of convergent 344 evolution at individual loci [36] . The teosinte subspecies mexicana is also found in the 345 highlands of Mesoamerica [65] , likely after its split from the lowland teosinte parviglumis 346 ≈60,000 years ago, long before maize domestication [64] . Previous investigations of 347 genome size have also identified altitudinal clines in maize and teosinte [23, 26] (but see 348 Rayburn et al. [70] for a counterexample in the U.S. Southwest), suggesting that this did not correct for relatedness among individuals or populations. We employ a modeling 364 approach that considers genome size a quantiative trait and uses SNP data to generate 365 a null expectation of variation among populations, allowing us to rule out stochastic 366 processes and instead pointing to the action of selection in patterning clinal differences 367 in genome size. Alternative explanations for our observations, including mutational 368 biases and TE expansion, are unlikely. Plants grown at high altitudes are exposed to 369 increased UV radiation and UV-mediated DNA damage may lead to higher rates of 370 small deletions [72] . But because UV damage causes small DNA deletions, it is unlikely 371 to generate the gigabase-scale difference we see across altitudinal clines in the short 372 time since maize arrived in the highlands [73] . And while expansion or replication of TE 373 in lowland populations could lead to increased rates of insertion and larger genome size, 374 our analysis of reads mapping to individual TE families finds no evidence that this has 375 occurred in a widespread manner. Moreover, genome size estimates from the direct wild 376 
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ancestor of domesticated maize (the lowland teosinte parviglumis) suggest that smaller 377 highland genomes are the derived state.
378
Having concluded that natural selection is the most plausible explanation for 379 decreasing genome size at higher altitudes, we then asked whether these observations 380 were the result of selection on genome size itself or merely a consequence of selection on 381 specific repeat classes. We find no evidence of selection on B repeats, consistent with 382 relatively mixed signals found in previous literature [62] . We also find little evidence of 383 selection on TEs after controlling for genome size. Because individual TEs are relatively 384 small, however, models of polygenic adaptation lead us to expect that such loci are 385 unlikely to show a strong signal [74] . Nonetheless, TEs show the strongest overall 386 correlation with genome size, suggesting that frequency of small deletions of individual 387 elements are likely a major contributor to genome size change across populations. In 388 contrast to TEs, in both maize and teosinte the 350bp TR1 knob repeat shows greater 389 differentiation in abundance across altitude than can be explained by population 390 structure alone, even after accounting for changes in total genome size. The 180bp knob 391 shows a similar strong decline in abundance in maize landraces, but is only statistically 392 significant in the analysis of landraces in South America. Selection on genome size 393 might be expected to act especially strongly on knobs because each locus contains many 394 megabases of repeats and thus represents a large contribution to variation in genome 395 size. In contrast, individual transposable elements are thousands of times smaller than 396 heterochromatic knobs, and selection on such small-effect variants is not expected to 397 show a signal much different from the overall phenotype. These results are surprising, 398 however, given the selfish nature of knobs and their ability to distort segregation ratios 399 in female meiosis in the presence of a driving element known as abnormal chromosome 400 10 (Ab10) [75] . While our genotyping data do not include markers diagnostic of Ab10, 401 previous analyses show that selection along altitudinal gradients has been sufficient to 402 decrease the frequency of at least one allele of the drive locus itself [76] . It is not 
415
Genome size and development rate 416 Several authors have hypothesized that genome size could be related to rates of cell 417 production and thus developmental timing [75, 79] . We tested this hypothesis in a 418 growth chamber experiment in which we measured leaf elongation rates across 419 individuals from a single population of highland teosinte that exhibited wide variation in 420 genome size. Our approach to characterizing the effect of genome size on the rate of cell 421 production is consistent with scaling laws proposed in a recent study of the relationships 422 between genome size, cell size, and cell production rate [80] (see Methods). We found larger repeat arrays were shown to lead to more compact heterochromatin despite the 428 physical presence of more DNA [83] . We speculate that such an effect may ameliorate 429 some of the physical increase in chromosome size due to the expansion of certain 430 repeats, especially tandem arrays such as those found in dense heterochromatic knobs. 431 In support of the hypothesis that smaller genomes may enable more rapid 432 development, our leaf elongation model indicates a negative correlation between genome 433 size and cell production rate in our highland teosinte population. Though these results 434 showed strong prior sensitivity, the sign of the relationship between genome size and cell 435 production rate did not change for prior mean values of leaf elongation rate within the 436 range of those published for maize (from 4.6 cm/day [56] to 12 cm/day [84] ), all equal 437 to or larger than the rates observed in our experiment. Additional evidence comes from 438 a recent study by Tenaillon et al [85] , who also find a negative correlation between the 439 rate of leaf elongation and genome size, albeit one that does not survive statistical 440 correction for population structure.
441
We hypothesize that selection on flowering time is the driving force behind our 442 observed differences in genome size. Larger genomes require more time to replicate [71] , 443 and slower rates of cell production in turn may lead to slower overall development or 444 longer generation times [79] . Slower cell production is unlikely to be directly limiting to 445 the cells that eventually become the inflorescence, as only relatively few cell divisions 446 are required [86] . However, signals for flowering derive from plant leaves [87, 88] , and 447 slower cell production will result in a longer time until full maturity of all the organs SAM at a given developmental stage (and thus faster rates of cell production) appear to 454 also exhibit earlier flowering [58] . Future efforts to experimentally connect genome size 455 to both cell production and flowering time within a single panel will be important to 456 definitively establish a mechanistic connection between genome size and flowering time. 457 In addition to flowering time, the metabolic requirements of nucleotide synthesis could 458 play a selective role in determining plant genome size variation. Nucleotide synthesis 459 requires substantial nitrogen and phosphorous, and it has been argued that selection for 460 rapid growth in nutrient-poor environments may act to reduce genome size [90] . Indeed, 461 phylogenetic comparisons find a significant correlation between nitrogen content (but 462 not phosphorous) and genome size among Primulina growing in nutrient-limited karst 463 soils [25] . We are unaware, however, of any meaningful correlations between nitrogen or 464 phosphorus concentration and altitude across either our Mesoamerican or South
465
American clines, suggesting that soil nutrients are unlikely to completely explain the 466 patterns we observe.
467
Conclusion
468
The causes of genome size variation have been debated for decades, but these relationship between genome size and cell production and developmental rate. We also 473 show that selection on genome size has driven changes in repeat abundance across the 474 genome, including significant reductions in individual repeats such as knobs that 475 contribute substantially to variation in genome size. We speculate that our observations 476 on genome size and cell production may apply broadly across plant taxa. Intraspecific 477 
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variation in genome size appears a common feature of many plant species, as is the need 478 to adapt to a range of abiotic environments. Cell production is a fundamental process 479 that retains similar characteristics across plants, and genome size is likely to impact cell 480 production due to the limitations in replication kinetics that result from having a larger 481 genome. Together, these considerations suggest that genome size itself may be a more 482 important adaptive trait than has been previously believed, and that the phenotypic As shown below, a path model enables the relationship between cell production rate 537 and genome size to be inferred by fitting regressions for log CS on log GS, and log LER 538 on log GS. The general approach is described as a model with two "mediators" in 539 Mackinnon [91] . We took a computational Bayesian approach to fitting the path model 540 after early experiments with likelihood-based methods indicated numerical instabilities. 541 In detail, the first of the regression models is, for cell c of seedling s:
where M CS,s is a random intercept for the maternal parent of seedling s, Z CS,s is a 543 random intercept for seedling s, and E CS,s,c is a cell-level error term. Inclusion of an 544 overall mean, µ, in the regression equation along with the random intercepts led to 545 numerical instabilities apparently related to poor model identification. In effect, the 546 random intercepts-when properly parameterized-take the place of an overall mean.
547
We found that informative priors for M CS,s and Z CS,s were necessary: for the final 548 model we used Gaussian priors with mean log(0.003) and standard deviations σ M CS and 549 σ Z CS , respectively. This prior mean is the natural logarithm of a typical stomatal cell 550 size, 0.003cm. We expect one of the two random intercepts to assume a greater role in 551 capturing the overall mean. Centering both priors at log(0.003) reflects our indifference 552 to the outcome of this contest. The prior for E CS,s,c is Gaussian with mean zero and 553 standard deviation σ E CS . The coefficient γ GS has a Gaussian prior with mean zero and 554 standard deviation 5.0. We used half-Cauchy priors for the standard deviations σ E CS , 555 σ M CS and σ Z CS .
556
The second of two regression models-for log LER on log GS-is derived from a 557 model reflecting primary observations of leaf length (LL) on successive days of seedling 558 growth. The observation-level model for seedling s at time t is:
where M LL,s and Z LL,s are respectively maternal and seedling random intercepts, 
573
The model for leaf elongation rate is subsequently obtained by differentiation of LL s,t with respect to time:
Equations 6 and 8 are placed in context by use of the path diagrams in S2 Fig.  Equation 6 is the sub-model connecting log CS to log GS in the left-hand diagram, while equation 8 is a marginal model connecting log LER to log GS, illustrated by the 21/39 right-hand diagram. The two path diagrams imply two expressions for the same quantity, log LER, which can be equated to produce an estimate of β GS . The derivation is simplified by taking expected values of the random effects in 6 and 8, and fixing the time horizon at a single day, though the numerical estimates we report come from 6 and 8 in full detail, as displayed above. Subsequently we define
and set t = 1 in equation 8. Equations 6 and 8 then simplify as 574 log(CS) = γ 0 + γ GS * log(GS)
575 log(LER) = τ 0 + τ GS * log(GS)
respectively. These are joined by a similar equation for the unobserved variable:
Working from the relationship LER = CS * CP , or alternatively from log LER backward to its precedents in the left-hand path diagram, we find:
substituting right-hand sides of 9 and 11. Equating expressions 13 and 10 and collecting 577 terms, the coefficient β GS is recovered as β GS = τ GS − γ GS . 
